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We show that the geometric phase of Le´vy-Leblond arises
from a law of parallel transport for wave functions and point
out that this phase belongs to a new class of geometric phases
due to the presence of a quantum potential.
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Since M. Berry [1] has shown that the phase of the wave
function may play an important role, there have been many
papers investigating this effect, which now is widely known
as Berry’s phase. J.-M. Le´vy-Leblond [2] has discovered yet
another geometric phase. He has shown that a quanton that
propagates through a tube, within which it is confined by
impenetrable walls, acquires a phase when it comes out of the
tube. For simplicity he has considered a tube with square
section of side a. The tube has a length L. Before entering
the tube the quanton’s wave function is: φ = e
i
h¯
pz, where z
is the axis of the tube and p is its initial momentum. In the
tube the wave function has the following form:
ψ = sin(nxpi
x
a
)sin(nypi
y
a
)e
i
h¯
p′z
, (1)
with appropriate transverse boundary conditions. After en-
tering the tube the energy E of the quanton is unchanged but
satisfies:
E =
p′2
2m
+ (nx
2 + ny
2)
pi2
2ma
. (2)
For the simplest case: nx = ny = 1, Le´vy-Leblond obtained
the following additional phase for the wave function, after the
quantum has left the tube:
∆Φ =
pi2h¯2
pa2
L. (3)
Subsequently R.E. Kastner [3] has related this to the quan-
tum potential that arises in the tube. Now let us write the
wave function in the tube in polar form: ψ1 = Re
i
h¯
S+ i
h¯
pz
(the eventual changes in the phase of the wave function, due
to the presence of the tube, are now concentrated in S). In
order to single out the influence of the tube on the wave func-
tion, we will write the wave function in the following form:
ψ1 = ψe
i
h¯
pz. The quantum potential which corresponds to ψ
is given by the following expression:
Q = −
h¯2
2m
∆R
R
=
pi2h¯2
ma2
. (4)
Now, let us turn our attention to the laws of parallel trans-
port for the wave function, related to the appearance of the
different geometric phases. For the Berry’s phase the law of
parallel transport for the wave function has been established
by B. Simon [4]:
Im < ψ|ψ˙ >= 0, (5)
where ( ˙ ) stands for a time derivative. For a spin- 1
2
in mag-
netic field this law of parallel transport is the analog of the
Fermi-Walker parallel transport [5].
For the Le´vy-Leblond’s phase the law of parallel transport
for the wave function ψ is given by the following expression:
Im < ψ|ψ˙ >= −
1
h¯
Q|ψ|2. (6)
In Le´vy-Leblond’s gedanken experiment the wave function
acquires an additional phase after the quanton has left the
tube:
ψ(t+∆t) = e−
i
h¯
Q∆t
ψ(t), (7)
which after expansion in ∆t leads to the law of parallel trans-
port: Im < ψ|ψ˙ >= − 1
h¯
Q|ψ|2 eqn.(6). Indeed:
Q∆t =
pi2h¯2
ma2
∆t =
pi2h¯2
ma2
mL
p
=
pi2h¯2
pa2
L = ∆Φ (8).
If we use the polar form for the wave function, eq.(6) gives:
∂S
∂t
= −Q. This means that this new law of parallel trans-
port eliminates the quantum potential from the ”quantum”
Hamilton-Jacobi equation and we are left with the classi-
cal Hamilton-Jacobi equation for a free particle. The whole
”quantum information” is now carried by the phase of the
wave function.
Now, after we have established the law of parallel transport
for ψ in the case of the geometric phase of Le´vy-Leblond, we
see that the nature of this phase is quite different from the
Berry’s phase. The appearance of the geometric phase of
Le´vy-Leblond is related to the presence or not of constraints
in the system. In this case the quanton is constrained to
propagate in a tube.
Let us now turn our attention to quite a different type
of constrained system and see how a new geometric phase,
based on the new law of parallel transport may appear there.
We will consider a quantum particle constrained to be on
a circle [6–8]. In this case the wave function has the form:
ψ ∼ sin(ns
ρ0
) ,where ρ0 is the radius of the circle and s is the
arc-length with origin at the tangent point. In this way the
wave function on the circle has a node at the tangent point.
In the case of a particle constrained to move on a circle the
value n = 1
2
is also allowed [7,8]. The corresponding quantum
potential for n = 1
2
now is:
Q =
h¯2
8mρ20
. (9)
The quantum potential Q is exactly equal to the constant
E0 which appears in the Hamiltonian for a particle on a circle
with radius ρ0 following the Dirac quantization procedure for
constrained systems [6]. The phase which would acquire a
quanton travelling along the circle is then:
Q
2piρ0m
p
=
pih¯2
4ρ0p
. (10)
Note that if the circle becomes very small, then the geomet-
ric phase can not get bigger than ∼ h¯
m
. This limit is imposed
by the Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation ρ0p ∼ h¯. This is not
the case for the Le´vy-Leblond’s phase which can get very big
2
provided L ≫ a. One can imagine the following gedanken
experiment in order to test the appearance of this new phase:
a flow of quantons propagating on a straight line with a cir-
cle of radius ρ0 tangent to it. The scattering at the point
where the circle touches the straight line will split this flow
into two: one following the straight line and the other follow-
ing the circle and then the straight line (we are not interested
in the reflected flow which goes back). At the exit these two
flows will produce an interference picture which may then be
measured.
FIG. 1. A flow of quantons propagating along a straight
line and a tangent circle.
As a conclusion, we have established the law of parallel
transport for the wave function in the case of Le´vy-Leblond’s
geometric phase and have shown that this phase is not an-
other manifestation of Berry’s phase. This phase is directly
related to the constraint imposed on the system. We have
also shown that another constrained system, a quantum par-
ticle on a circle, may exhibit the same kind of geometric phase.
The quantum potential gives a direct insight into the problem
why there is an additional constant appearing in the Hamil-
tonian of this system. Acknowledgments:The author thanks
T.T.Truong for discussions.
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